American Nudist Research Library
Report of Activities in 2019
by Paul LeValley

The library’s 40th anniversary was a resounding success. We gave out
anniversary bookmarks all year. The management of Cypress Cove were so impressed
by the stunning design that they ordered similar banners to fly in front of the building all
year. That meant the year-long celebration cost us less than $100. At the November
block party, we gave more than 50 library tours. Several articles on library history
appeared in nudist publications during the year.
635 people visited the library from 36 states and 7 countries. We continue to
provide information for researchers planning two documentary films and a book. The
big magazine scanner died after 9 years and more than a million pages; it had served
us well. We replaced it with a tiny machine at a fraction of the cost. We scanned most
of our club files, and put lots more club newsletters out on the shelves. Long-time
library supporter, Fred Van Nest, died this year.
In our 40th year, we joined the Nudist Research Library Consortium, which so far
means we can view the scanned holdings of the Western nudist Library. We continue
working the bugs out of the system.
We are still all working at capacity, and need more volunteers. All of our officers
are willing to continue in their positions for a third year. That must be a sign of either
stagnation or satisfaction. I like to think it’s the latter.

ANRL Officers for 2020
President: Paul LeValley
1st Vice-President: Bob Proctor
2nd Vice-President: Dave Foote
Secretary: Lou Cook
Treasurer: Roe Ostheim

Membership Report
by Terry Crump

At this time we have approximately 211 members. 128 of that total are life
members. 14 of that total are active volunteers. 69 of that total support the library with
their yearly dues.
We would like to thank those who sent us greetings on our 40th anniversary.
Many attendees enjoyed taking tours of the library. Thanks to all of the volunteers who
helped out that day. Thanks also go out to those who continue to support the library
with their donations.

Old Scanner Replaced
by Jim Sweeney

In the summer of 2010 the Library purchased
a scanner designed for scanning magazines, at
a cost of more than $18,000. Over the past nine
years it was used for scanning more than 2,000
magazines by various volunteers headed up by Ed
Westen, who has managed to keep it in operation
over this period of time. The scanner began having
serious problems last summer and a replacement
was needed. Thanks to the advanced technology
in scanning, a new CZUR ET 16 Book Scanner
was purchased at a cost of about $425. Not only
does this next generation scanner work much
easier for magazines and books, but it has proven
to be very flexible for other scanning tasks.

Chris Murchie installed the old
scanner that reached almost to the
ceiling.
Using a new flattening curve
technology, the scanner shoots three laser
lines, which are harmless, to analyze

The new scanner is tiny.

the contours of an open book or bound document, calculating the page curve of
the materials and saving a flattened page. For an open book, the software can
automatically separate the two open pages after scan. With a fast scanning speed, it
can easily finish scanning a 300 page book within a short time.
The Library has finished scanning our whole magazine collection, except new
arrivals, and the versatility of this new scanner should satisfy our needs for another 10
years. Our thanks go out to all the ANRL members who have made this effort possible.

Use Amazon Smile
When you order anything from Amazon, be sure to do it through Amazon Smile,
and make sure you set the American Nudist Research Library as the charity you wish
them to donate to. See our web site if you don’t know how to do it. Those pennies add
up for the library.
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In Memoriam
Fred Van Nest
1940-2019
Fred was a long-time champion
of the American Nudist Research Library,
and supervised the early scanning of the collection.
Always a gentleman, Fred preferred to quietly work
in the background to make things happen.
a
a

A History of Nude Bookends
by Paul LeValley

For centuries, when people had more shelf than books, they kept the ones on the
end from falling over by stacking a few heavy volumes horizontally. Bookends such as
we use in the library were not invented until 1877. They cleverly use the weight of the
books to keep from sliding. The alternative is to make the bookends heavy enough that
they will not slide.
Decorative bookends for household
use became an early twentieth-century
development. If one wanted nude
figures, American Indians were a popular
nostalgic subject. Some looked like alert
noble savages. Others looked bedraggled
(and therefore non-threatening) like
these. This was the time of James Earle
Frazier’s End of the Trail.

With the discovery of King
Tut’s tomb in the 1920s, Egyptomania
became the rage. But these are not a
pair. There was only one design. Two
identical bookends do not make a pair.
Bookends are placed at opposite ends
of the shelf, facing opposite directions,
and therefore need to be opposites of
some sort.
When dealing with nudes, there are of course no
greater opposites than male and female. Here, the
designer has brought a couple of traditional Renaissance
figures up to date. (There were no bookends during the
Renaissance.) The woman, however, betrays a Victorian
shyness that would have puzzled the more robust people
of the Renaissance.
Next, we have a man and woman bathing in a
waterfall. You have to imagine the water running on top
of the books and spilling over both ends. And, unlike the
earlier example, this couple are not afraid to peek at each
other.

Then we have a
matched pair of men
holding up the books.
It may surprise you to
learn that in the 1920s
and ‘30s, men did did not
have genitals. That may
explain why the baby
boom had to wait until the
1940s. Manufacturers
assumed that women
would be buying decorations for the home, and
that women would not be interested in knowing
what men look like.
But
more
was at
play.
These
decades
were the age of Art Deco. The style’s
streamlined swoops lent themselves to the sleek
curves of the female form. This impatient style
could not slow down for the intricacies of male
anatomy.
Here we see another woman in two positions,
appropriately reading a book.
There
is at
least one
example
of male
genitalia
in an Art
Deco
bookend.
This one is a satyr, one of those pointyeared little sex fiends from Greek
mythology. As is to be expected, he is
pursuing an innocent girl. And since he has
a goat’s form from the waist down, he is

entitled to masculine equipment.
Here we have a later design from the 1950s.
How do we know? By then, men once more had
genitals.
Forty
years later,
another artist
avoided the
genital problem
by having his
figures face
into the rock.
Yet they form a
pair, male and
female.
This one is my favorite. It comes
from 1914, when the telephone was
still a new wonder. And sphinxes
had long acquired a reputation
for guarding secrets. The man
whispers his secret into the ear of a
sphinx. Now you have to imagine a
telephone line running through the
row of books. And the sphinx at the
other end whispers the man’s secret
message to the waiting woman.
Clever, no?
These functional pieces of twentieth-century design could bring beauty and
sophistication into many a home.
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